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Abstract 
 

The text-based password has been the most common practice from ancient days till present. Text based pass-words are also known for 

various threats, and it is prone to attacks like guessing attacks, dictionary attacks, social engineering attacks, brute force attacks, etc. The 

next immediate concept following the text based password is the graphical password schemes to improve password security and usability. 

In present days graphical passwords are being implemented more commonly. This approach is different from the traditional alpha numer-

ic as it deals with images. In this paper a survey study is done to analyse various techniques used for authentication and also some of the 

methods for graphical authentication techniques like Pass Matrix, Cued Clicked points(CPP), CAPTCHA, Image distortion with text 

association, Doodle scheme, Standard recognition-based scheme, Stegno pin authentication method. Based on the existing methods, the 

future research can be done in order to improve security for graphical authentication. 
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1. Overview of Existing Authentication Meth-

ods 

The various existing authentication techniques are grouped as 

Token - authentication, Biometric-authentication, Knowledge 

authentication. Some of the commonly used token-based tech-

niques are smart cards, key cards and bank cards. These token 

based authentication systems also involve some concepts 

ofknowledge-based techniques as well to improve security. ATM 

cards are an example for this. Biometric based authentication 

techniques like our iris reader, fingerprints, facial recognition 

arenotcommonly used. These systems are expensive, slow and at 

times unreliable. In spite of all draw backs these techniques still 

has the strongest security level. Knowledge based authentication 

technique method includes both picture-based password method 

and text-based password method. The picture-based authentication 

technique is divided into: recall-based graphicaltechnique and 

recognition-based graphical technique. In case of the latter method 

the user must correctly identify the images that were already se-

lected by the user during registration. In case of recall-based tech-

niques, the user is requested to recreate the pattern that was al-

ready being created by the user in the registration step. The next 

immediate concept following for authentication is CAPTCHA. It 

is a newly evolved concept to enhance the security techniques 

further. CAPTCHA is known as "Completely Automated Public  

 

Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart". It is typically 

used to verify if the user is human or robot or any other software 

as such. 

2. Drawbacks of Existing System 

In the existing system for graphical authentication system pass-

matrix is implemented, that chooses one square for sequences of 

n-images instead n-squares in one image. During the login phase, 

login-indicator is implemented as it generates the characters in the 

grid format. The login-indicator generates different characters 

each time. A Random-guess attack can happen when attackers try 

to randomly choose square for each image until successful login 

occurs. The existing graphical authentication is not user friendly 

and biggest drawback of current graphical password is the Shoul-

der Surfing problem since Attackers can observe directly or use 

external recording devices to collect user’s credentials. The draw-

back of applying biometrics is its intrusiveness on a user’s Per-

sonal characteristic and biometrics is an expensive security solu-

tion. 

3. Related Work 

Hung-Minet al in [1] proposes an authentication system that is 

based on the pass matrix and the pass images. Through the one 

time login indicator the user will be able to point out the location 

of pass-square. The pass matrix chooses one square per image, so 

for n-images it chooses n-squares. The major advantage of this 
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method is that the user need not remember the password at all. But 

the ultimate drawback is that it is not user friendly and at times 

random guess attacks might occur and Users has to remember 

more information or they have to perform more computation dur-

ing authentication. 

S. Gurav et al in [2] describes on image authentication and the 

methodologies involved in this method to enhance graphical au-

thentication. Based on the previous works in this subject he pro-

posed an enhanced graphical authentication in cloud through token 

generation. A key is generated in order to calculate le verification 

and data integrity. Future works can be projected on securing data 

using efficient techniques.  

L. Wang et al in [3] proposed a scheme that combines graphical 

passwords with text-based CAPTCHA. It defines on the innova-

tive use of CAPCTHA as a better protection against spyware at-

tacks. The password space size is estimated and is compared with 

text based passwords. The user limitation in this approach is that 

both pass images are to be remembered and also enter the charac-

ters of CAPTCHA on the password position correctly. Future 

works can focus on improving login time. 

T. Takada et al in [4] described a unique authentication scheme 

named fake pointer for a solution to a peeping attack by video 

capturing. The fake pointer has two unique features one it pro-

vides double layered interface for the secrete input. This is diffi-

cult for a attacker to identify user authentication. Here fake point-

ers are added as background to the screen or keypad. The limita-

tion is camera-based attacks may happen. 

Ms GrinalTuscano et al in [5] focuses mainly on inventing a more 

powerful secure authentication mechanism. He discusses in detail 

on image distortion technique that is carried out with the help of 

letters. In this approach both the original and the distorted images 

are show cased to the user. There is a risk of guessed at-tacks 

where the images can be combined along with the text. Results 

demonstrated that further studies can happen on pass-faces to 

reduce the fear of random guess attacks. 

A. Bianchi et al in [6] discusses on the performance and the im-

plementation of the PIN entry system on the Audio and the Haptic 

cues. A haptic cue is a sensory cue that is extracted from sensory 

input. An ANOVA (Analysis of variance) is a statistical technique 

that is implemented to determine the speed of authentication. Re-

sults show that the interaction between the two variables i.e. Pin 

length is significant. Future works can be proposed on combining 

PIN length and stimuli set size. 

Khamis, Mohamed, et al in [7] proposed a new prototype called 

the GTmoPass architecture to enable multi factor authentication 

that is based on possession factor and knowledge factor. 

Knowledge factor deals on what the user remembers and knows. 

The Gtmopass is a multi-model scheme that uses touch based 

PINs to compute the position of gaze input on passwords entry 

time and to also compute the error count. It also computes the time 

taken to enter a password from first input to last input and calcu-

late the number of times the password is typed incorrectly. Simu-

lation results show that Gtmopass is secure and usable to fight 

against shoulder surfing. Further research can understand touch- 

based PINs. 

D. Tan, P. Keyani, et al in [8] designed a unique spy-resistant 

keyboard to allow users to enter private text without revealing it to 

the attackers. This keyboard contains 42 characters with 2-

Interactor lines, a textbox for feedback, enter button, a space but-

ton. Results of implementing this keyboard indicates that though 

users take longer time to enter their passwords it has drastic in-

creased their ability to protect the passwords from a watchful ob-

server. Future works can be proposed to provide a better usability 

and user friendly device. 

Ron Poet et al [9] construct an attack exploiting predictability 

system called as the Semantic Ordered Guessing Attack (SOGA). 

The SOGA attack is applied on two different schemes (a standard 

recognition-based scheme and the Doodles scheme that uses pho-

tographic images). Outcome of the experiment shows that predict-

ability in case of graphical passwords has varying degree of secu-

rity levels (this depends on the type of distractor algorithm that is 

selected). Whereas the traditional pass images scheme shows that 

the guess ability has increased to maximum 18 times when com-

pared to the usual reported guess ability. Hence to maximize secu-

rity of the recognition-based graphical password method, the au-

thor recommends preventing or avoiding user choice of images. 

Susan Wiedenbeck et al in [10] record an interesting analyzing on 

the use of Pass Points on passwords which are alphanumeric. The 

users participated in this study created and implemented alphanu-

meric, graphical password. The users must try three longitudinal 

trials to enter password for a time period of 6 weeks. Results of 

this experiment showed the users who use graphical passwords 

were able to create a valid password with less difficulty compared 

to alphanumeric users. Results also show that graphical users con-

sumed longer time and committed several wrong password inputs 

compared to the alphanumeric users. On considering longitudinal 

trials, both methods performed equally on the bases of memory of 

their password. The group took much time to type the correct 

password. The limitation is results showed that 1/5th users are 

facing difficulty in inputting password. 

Emanuel von Zezschwitz et al in [11] established results of the 

study that compared the authentication performance mobile de-

vices along with password composition. A study was proposed in 

lab (n = 24) and the results gave a poor performance for entering 

the password for mobile devices like smart phones. Core study on 

(n = 450) proved that passwords which are alphanumeric are in-

creasingly used on smart phones, tablets, etc. A adverse effect on 

password security is proved where users prefer easier passwords 

to enter on the respective devices. Limitation is analysis of key-

stroke mentioned that speed of input becomes very slow if com-

plexity of string increases 

Andrea Bianchi et al in [12] defines that passwords are being en-

coded as sequence of randomized vibration pattern that is impos-

sible for the observer to copy or identify the selected items. Exper-

imental results of this system outperform the previous inter-faces 

that was used to tactile feedback to obfuscate passwords. The 

limitation of using randomized vibration pattern is that login and 

password does not provide an adequate security. A Loss or dam-

age may happen to smartcard or portable device in the biometric 

cryptographic systems. Existence of the single physical location 

focus to the attack. 

Antonella De Angeli et al in [13] proposed the Visual Identifica-

tion Protocol (VIP) which is considered as an innovative solution 

for the authentication process. It is based on visual memory and 

pictures. The proposed system was compared with three other 

authentication systems in a longitudinal evaluation (N=61). The 

observation was helpful to analyse on the attitudes and behaviour 

of the authentication systems. Among all the authentication sys-

tems, VIP was the most preferred method by the users. At the 

same time it was easily destructible there is a possibility of mali-

cious per-son stealing the user's smartcard or the portable compu-

ting device.  Complete error analysis is also provided in this paper 

to under-stand the cause of the destruct and point out the limita-

tions of this system. 

Oakley et al in [14] described about Multi-touch lock (M-T lock) 

that is based on google-android pattern lock authentication system. 

It improves the security by mixing the tapes and strokes for the 

use of Mt Lock. Experimental results state that this method pro-

vides better security for mobile devices but the user is facing 

complexity during log-in. Future works can be done on feedback 

of user for the usage of MT-lock. 

M. Martinez-Diaz et al in [15] presented a doodle database and 

pseudo signature. The performance was compared between pseudo 

and hand written signature. An acquisition protocol that enables 

the user devices to request permission is being implemented. Ex-

perimental results state that this method provides better security 

against forgeries. The verification principle itself is unverifiable: it 

isn't a tautology nor can it be proved viaexperience. Future works 

can be based on the complexity of skilled forgeries. 
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Zheng et al in [16] proposed an authentication scheme based on 

stroke concept on the grid as origin password. The main aim of 

this technique is to map the strokes against grids as original pass-

word and later enter the characters in the authentication process. 

Limitations in this method is that users adapt weak strokes as their 

passwords and hence creating passwords is vulnerable than login. 

Future studies can be based on providing security against camera 

based and brute force attacks. 

V.Roth et al in [17] proposed a new technique called stegnography 

technique. The secrete message is protected or safe guarded using 

another message so as to avoid shoulder surfing attack. He dis-

cussed about semagrams that is used for hiding the PIN from at-

tackers. Here the PIN is secured using signs and symbols. Two 

keypads are provided one is regular keypad and other is a chal-

lenge keypad which is used for OTP. Limitation is two keypads 

results in confusion to user. 

The most frequently used authentication method in computer is 

user name and password. There are several vulnerabilities in this 

method that are known to all. The crucial step in this approach is 

to remember the passwords and then recall them during the au-

thentication process. Studies say that users always prefer to choose 

short passwords or passwords that can be remembered easily [18]. 

Unfortunately, these passwords are broken very easily. 

K. Gilhooly et al in [19] deal with problem of traditional user-

name and password approach, and implemented biometrics. The 

main limitation in biometric authentication is the systems are not 

100% accurate and it requires an additional hardware and it cannot 

be reset once done. 

Adams and M. A. Sasse mentioned in [20] about an article pub-

lished in the Computerworld news article where a company ran a 

password cracker. Within 30 seconds it was able to hack around 

80% user passwords. Study has concluded, users can remember 

only a few number of passwords and they used the same pass-

words for various accounts. This paper deals with this alternative 

approach and the use of pictures as passwords. It takes too much 

of time for the password registration and login process. Required 

much more space then text password and shoulder surfing. 

4. Conclusion 

The existing literature works gives sample evidence to justify that 

textual passwords do not provide better security platforms. Addi-

tional techniques like captcha and other graphical authentication 

methods are introduced to enhance the strength of text password 

authentication. The major concern in implementing CAPTCHA is 

that even after multiple attempts the user may not be able to un-

derstand the CAPTCHA correctly. In order to replace this concept 

of CAPTCHA, images are displayed to the users to select one, 

now the object is extracted from the image using K-means cluster-

ing algorithm and user has to select one object. Now during login 

the user has to select the same object. The object name will be sent 

to users mobile and mail-ids so as to inform about the object selec-

tion to the user. The object is further encrypted using RSA algo-

rithm to reduce shoulder surfing attack. The proposed method and 

existing authentication methods are compared by calculating the 

trustworthy values using Naive-Bayes algorithm based on the 

authentication attributes and can be implemented for secure file 

transmission. 
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